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1. Introduction
Food security as conventionally defined and widely accepted is from the 1996
physical and economic access to sufficient, safe and nutritious food that meets
1
Over the
years food security discourse has shifted from food availability to food access and
the global, regional and local policies needed to facilitate access.2 The controversial
element of the way food security is defined and applied is that emphasis is placed
on the ability of individuals and households to purchase food on the market rather
than the ability to access resources of production.3 This distinction has placed food
security at odds with a food sovereignty framework.
Food security and food sovereignty are also interlinked with the Right to Food,
which is protected and recognized under the human rights treaties.4 While
commonly understood as an individual human right, the right to food includes an
acknowledgement of how food is accessed and the rights of oppressed
communities for legal recourse against policies that negatively impact their food
security.5 This is in reference to communities, like Gaza, in which food insecurity has
been used as a means of controlling the population. It is our position that any
framework for food security in situations of protracted crises must include an
understanding for situations in which food insecurity is used as a weapon and in
where the Right to Food has been violated.
The purpose of this paper is thus to analyze the use of food insecurity as coercive
tool or a weapon during conflict, providing a case study on Gaza. We will prove
that Food insecurity in Gaza is not merely a product of conflict, but rather a
systematic policy of control.
The following section will provide a geographical, historical and political context
that the Gazan population is confronted with. It will shed light on the most recent
events, including the siege of 2007 and Operation Cast Lead in 2008-2009 and their
impact socio-economic indicators.
The third section on Food Security and Food Sovereignty in Gaza will outline the
elements that are missing from the current food security definition and how they
may be included. It will examine how the determinants of food security are used as
a weapon of submission against populations, through dictating the access and use
of natural resources, production and trade, and finally the exacerbation of aid
dependency.
The fourth section will explore community-based innovations that were created in
the extremely intricate case of Gaza, in order to retain certain economic and
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political agency over food and farming systems. This section provides a chance to
learn from local initiatives, rather than potentially counterproductive external
models. The fifth and the final section will wrap up the main arguments of this
paper, linking them with suggestions on how to move forward.
2. Background
a. Geography and Population
The Gaza Strip lies on the southern part of the eastern coast of the
Mediterranean Sea with a coastline of 40 km. It borders Israel to the north and
east, 51 km long, and Egypt to the South, 11 km long 6 with an area of
approximately 362.7 square km (See below map). Gaza City and Port, approximately
32 km north of the Egyptian border, has given its name to the Gaza Strip. 7
In 1948 and after the creation of the State of Israel on the majority of Mandatory Palestine,
about 711,000 Palestinians were expelled from territories that became Israel. Around
200,000 immigrated in to Gaza tripling the total population to around 300,000 8. Coupled
with an increase of 3-4 % each year, the population reached a total of 1,486,816 in 20099 of
which 73.3 % are registered as refugees. 10 Around half of the refugee population lives in 8
official refugee camps, aided by the United Nations Relief and Works Agency for
Palestinian Refugees (UNRWA).11
This massive population increase made Gaza one of the most densely populated areas in
the world reaching 4073/km2 in 2009.12 Four out of five persons live in urban areas of the
Gaza Strip and half of the population is concentrated around Gaza City 13 with a density
that reached 16,500/sq km in 2005. 14
The Palestinian population in the West Bank and Gaza Strip is a young population. 44.9%
of the total population in Gaza is under the age of 15 years15.

b. The Political Framework
After the end of the British Mandate in 1948, Gaza remained under Egyptian rule until it
was occupied by Israel in 1967 along with the West Bank and the Jolan Heights in Syria.
-economic life, including trade,
aid, land and water accessibility. It expanded its control across the years through
the gradual growth of 26 settlements hosting around 6500 settlers. 16
6
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Following the 1993 Israel-PLO Oslo Accords, also known as the Declaration of Principles on
Interim Self-Government Arrangements, a certain level of civilian responsibility was
promised to the Palestinian Authority (PA). The declaration stated th
in order that the
Palestinian people in the West Bank and Gaza Strip may govern themselves according to
democratic principles, direct, free and general political elections will be held for the
17
.
In early 2006, the Islamic Resistance Movement, Hamas, won control of the
Palestinian Legislative Council (PLC) triggering the 2006 -2007 economic
sanctions against the Palestinian National Authority by Israel and the Quartet.
Soon after, clashes erupted between Fatah and Hamas supporters, and ended
up in a Hamas-led government in Gaza and Fatah-led government in the West
Bank.
In 2007
transformed into an unprecedented blockade that is str icter than any of the 11
sanctions currently enforced by the UN Security Council on nation states 18.

The erosion of livelihoods and the gradual decline in infrastructure resulted in
19

The blockade restricts exports and imports, including food and agricultural
crossing, and access to land and fishing waters 20. It also
imposes frequent cuts in the provision of fuel and electricity21. Further more, the
systemic policy of land confiscation through settlement expansion was replaced with the
enforcement of vast access-restricted areas.22

c. Operation Cast Lead
In late 2008 and early 2009, Israel launched the 22-day Operation Cast Lead on Gaza that
.

23

The war resulted in enormous human and economic losses.
1,700 households lost their breadwinner from death or
24
The Report of the
United Nations Fact Finding Mission on the Gaza Conflict found that there was a
facilities and water installations. 25
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partially or completely damaged 26, around half a million trees were destroyed27, and a
28

the UN Fact Finding Mission on the Gaza Conflict. 29
Only a minority of the recovery projects by the international community have been
granted approval by the Israeli authorities. 30 This, coupled with the blockade that restricts
the movement of people, and only permits the access of goods that the Government of
Israel judges to be unconditionally humanitarian, left 75% of the infrastructure
unrecovered over a year and half after the war has ended. 31
Having suffered several decades of conflict, occupation and recently the blockade, the
civilian population of Gaza has witnessed an ongoing deterioration in the livings
standards. Despite the marginal easing of the blockade in 2010,32 broad unemployment
33
stands at 45.2%, inclu
. The GDP per capita was almost 17%
below its equivalent figure in 2005 and
34
the average real monthly wage, has dropped with a cumulative decline of 34.5 percent

since 200635 . Poverty remains high at a rate of 38.8%, including 21.1% of the
population suffering from deep poverty. 36 The erosion of livelihoods has
deepened the reliance on external assistance with 80% of the population receiving
aid. 37
3. Food Security and Food Sovereignty: Gaza
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Food insecurity is an entitlement failure.39
interconnected
predominately political

determinates,
and economic

access food.40 Persistent levels of hunger,
high rates of food aid, damaged
agricultural economies and, frequently
asymmetric
trade
imbalances
with
wealthier powers characterize areas of
chronic food insecurity. Food insecurity can
be created in an area and used as a tool of
control against populations. In this section
we examine how the determinants of food
security are used as a weapon. We apply
the determinants to the food and farming
systems in Gaza as a case study.
Food insecurity levels in Gaza have
decreased since their historic highs after
the massive Israeli attack in 2009. However, the WFP and FAO have found that most
households defined as food insecure, around 50%, in Gaza suffer from chronic food
insecurity. 41 This is a sign of a long-term food crises and a depletion of coping mechanisms
and resilience.42
FIGURE A: Map of Gaza38

The primary reason for chronic food insecurity in Gaza is the protracted Israeli occupation
of Palestinian land, resources and economy. Some academics have observed that Gaza is a
eli military, in which they test strategies of control like siege and
43
access restricted zones. In 2006 Dov Weisglass, an advisor to former Israeli prime minister
The idea is to put the Palestinians on a diet, but not to make
44
He was describing the Israeli imposed siege on Gaza. Such an artless
admission of the use of food as means to control a population is rare. However, it is a
useful remark in understanding how and why people in Gaza are living with high rates of
food insecurity.

a. Defining Food Security
Food security exists when all people with full agency and freedom from fear of not having
enough to eat, have, at all times, physical and economic access to healthy farming systems and
means of land reform. All people are entitled to sufficient, safe, and nutritious food made
possible through the support of agrarian livelihoods. All people are able to meet their dietary
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needs and preferences for an active and healthy food culture. All people should be able to meet
45

This recast definition of food security is based on the components found to be missing
from the conventional definition: access to resource entitlements, agrarian livelihoods,
community agency, and a local food culture. For this section we highlight access to
entitlements, agrarian livelihoods and community agency. This approach links people to
the food they consume, accounts for the political framework in which food security actions
are deployed, and changes the notion of food from a
an
.
Food security in this definition is based on food sovereignty. Food sovereignty is a
46
of food security and is essentially the right to make decisions about
development based on the needs of people and the specific context of their farming
the fear that
47
there will not be enough to eat to the discourse on food security. Furthermore the
theories of the global food regime48 and deapeasantization49 informed the segments of
the definition pertaining to community agency and agrarian livelihoods.

b. Access to Resources
Access determines the ability of a community to access entitlements like political and
economic rights as well as ecological entitlements like land and water.
The struggle for equitable access to entitlements is a struggle against exclusion for full
rights of citizenship.
In Gaza, water entitlements have either been usurped by the Israeli occupation or
destroyed in land and air attacks. Israeli use of water for agriculture and domestic
consumption far outnumbers total Palestinian usage.50 Ninety percent of the coastal
aquifer under Gaza is polluted with sewage leaking from networks and buildings bombed
by Israeli airstrikes.51 To compound the situation, Israeli occupation officials have blocked
the necessary equipment to repair the irrigation, plumbing and sewage networks that they
destroyed in 2009. Aid flows for water infrastructure have also dried up. In 1994, 5 million
dollars was disbursed for water projects, and in 2006 the figure was 1.9 million. 52 Access to
water in Gaza is now based on income, not on entitlement, as households that are able to
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afford so purchase potable water from private filtration companies.53 Those households
that cannot afford such purchases consume less water, some surviving on as little as 20
liters/day/person,54 while water consumption for the average Israeli is about 300
liters/day/person.55

c. Agrarian Livelihoods
Smallholder farmers and are disproportionally more likely to be afflicted by poverty and
food insecurity.
at least
56
partially on agriculture for their livelihoods. As a result of the global emphasis on
commodity agriculture and unequal access to entitlements, h
smallholder farmers and 22% are landless families. Supporting agrarian livelihoods is
therefore crucial to economic, human, and environmental security.
Gaza is an extreme example of marginalized agrarian livelihoods. The occupation of land
has drastically curtailed the ability of Gaza farmers to make a living. While the Israeli
settlements were in place they occupied 20% of the land, with bypass roads and other
areas closed to Palestinians accounting for a further 15%57. After the removal of
settlements in 2005, the Israelis expanded access restricted zones by scraping away the
58
59
these zones now occupy
Around 112,000 olive trees are estimated to have been uprooted and destroyed by the
Israeli military in Gaza between 2000-2008.60
destroyed around the same time.61 Olives and citrus are valuable sources of revenue
generation for Palestinian farmers. They provide a number of uses for households, from
soup and oil to preserves. They are also an integral part of Palestinian food culture.
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Agriculture used to function as an
economic safety net for employment in
Gaza. This is no longer the case as
access restricted zones in combination
with regular Israeli incursions have led
to an increase in malnutrition,63 food
insecurity64 and 70% of farmers in Gaza
living below the poverty line65. Farmers
and fisherfolk are also the frequent
targets of Israeli violence. In the last
nine years the Israeli army has killed
between 10-15 farmers every year in
the access restricted zones.66 For the
past several years Gaza fisherfolk have
been restricted to 3 nautical miles.67
When they cross this limitation, and
frequently before, fisherfolk are
62
FIGURE B: Northeast Gaza, Access restricted zone
routinely pounded by water cannons
and even live fire. Including families
and merchants, the fishing industry once supported 60,000 people, now 90% of the 4,000
fisherfolk in Gaza are unemployed.68

d. Community Agency
Community agency prioritizes the right of people that are commonly excluded
from decision making to determine their food and farming systems. This is related
to the struggle against moneyed interests with political power for the recognition
of the right to have rights. 69
The erosion of Palestinian agency is evident in aid dependency, 70 the emphasis
commodity agricultural production and the international shift in funding
infrastructure to funding projects that prioritize integrating Palestinian business
with the Israeli economy.71 The current Palestinian Reform and Development Plan
is supported by the Quartet and the World Bank and mimics structural adjustment
62
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policies by devaluing agricultural investment.72 This puts an unsupported
Palestinian agriculture sector in competition with a heavily subsidized Israeli
sector.73 The de-development74 of agriculture in Palestine has also lead to a trade
imbalance with Israeli exporters, now constituting 81% of the total trade value, up
from 62.6% in 1999.75
The Israeli agricultural economy has also benefitted from the adoption of export
production in Palestine. In Gaza, the primary exports are perishables like cutflowers and strawberries. At the height of the export project, Gaza could annually
export 55 million carnation flowers, though only with Israeli permission and only
through Israeli exporting companies.76 Due to closures and the siege the flowers
are now more commonly found rotting77 at the borders, in storage or in
greenhouses. Between April 2009 and April 2010 COGAT78 (Israeli occupation
administration agency) allowed only 118 trucks of export crops to exit the
enclave,79 although the 2005 agreement signed between the Palestinian Authority
and COGAT stipulates a flow of 400 export trucks from Gaza each day80. Commodity
production in Gaza has made farmers more dependent on the Israeli occupation
infrastructure.
Aid agencies have sometimes played in a role in supporting the status quo of the
occupation by supporting export agriculture projects but not calling for an end to
the siege policies and unequal trade relationship. 81 The avoidance of the
occupation as the driving force behind food insecurity and the control over
Palestinian livelihoods and resources reinforces the use of food as a tool of control.
Certain agencies have also maneuvered themselves into a position that exempts
them from any regulation. This means that they, or any company they have
contracts with, do not have to submit any documentation or reporting to
Palestinian Authority officials. 82 Such a relationship severely restricts the ability of
Palestinians to make decisions about the actions of aid agencies in their
communities.
In order to fully recover, people in Gaza do not require further food aid assistance, but
rather an end to Israeli occupation. In a conflict about land it makes little economic or
strategic sense for Palestinians to abandon their agricultural sector for local production.
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4. Innovation Under Siege: Gaza
It is commonly debated on how and if it is relevant to apply the term and concept of
resilience to situations of protracted food and farming crises and conflict. 83 Coping
mechanisms are understood as the way people deal with severe food insecurity while
resilience implies a longer term perspective and actions that could have a positive
consequence in the ability of populations to survive food crises. It is clear that resilience is
not a substitute for sovereignty. The goal of the occupation and siege on Gaza, just as
occupation and siege are used in other contexts, is to erode Palestinian decision-making
and agency over their lives and resources. While chronic food insecurity is rising in Gaza,
there are examples of innovative solutions created by people in Gaza in order to retain
some economic and political agency over their food and farming systems.
It is our position that these examples represent innovative initiatives on the part of the
people in Gaza. They do not qualify the occupation or make the siege on Gaza less severe.
What they do offer is a chance to learn from community-based innovations. Instead of
creating interventions based on external models, agencies and academics should be
learning from context specific initiatives.

a. From Besieged Farmers to Besieged Families
Direct aid from farmer to family is a kind of food aid that has recently received more
attention. Instead of distributing imported food aid packages, the Palestinian Agricultural
Relief Committees (PARC) has been purchasing food from farmers and cooperatives at
reasonable prices and distributing food baskets to the most food insecure families in Gaza.
In its eighth year, the idea for the project originated from a group of farmers in southern
Gaza, near Rafah. PARC was working with the World Food Programme on a traditional food
aid project in the area. The WFP project was a work for food program that distributed
imported food parcels composed of products made from generic wheat, corn and sugar to
poor families. Farmers from the area came to PARC and suggested they purchase fresh
food and goods from them instead of the imported food.
PARC has expanded the direct aid project with funding from the Arab Group for the
Protection of Nature (APN), Christian Aid and the Arab Organization for Agricultural
Development (AOAD). While assisting farmers and families, the project also offers jobs to
farmers from the access restricted zones, many of whom are unable to support themselves
by farming as much of their land is inaccessible or has been destroyed by the Israelis. PARC
employs these farmers as part of the organizing, packaging and distribution of the food
into baskets. Similar to a community supported agriculture (CSA) system, each food basket
holds enough goods for about 20 days.
Available food varies with the season, but baskets often contain olives, citrus, guava,
peppers, cucumber, tomatoes, and potatoes. Fresh fruits and vegetables are crucial
sources of micronutrients that are often not included in traditional food aid parcels.84
There are between two to three growing cycles for vegetables in Gaza per year, which
could provide ample fresh food for direct aid programs. Some baskets also include chicken
and eggs. PARC also purchases products from agricultural cooperatives; many of them run
83
84
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by women. These are often products that require some processing like zataar, honey and
dried herbs like chamomile, mint and cilantro.
From Besieged Farmers to Besieged Families is a combination of relief effort and
development. The project assists families, but also helps the local farming economy.
Creating and accessing local markets offers farmers a more sustainable option than
struggling to export goods through restrictive Israeli occupation policies. It is our position,
and the position of many CSOs in Gaza that in order for projects to be successful, they
must combine relief efforts with a strengthening of the local farming system. If funders are
only interested in funding relief efforts they can do more damage than good by ignoring
existing projects.
ht-year history. Currently there are
2,000 families in the program and around 500 farmers and producers. From Besieged
Farmers to Besieged Families is an innovative program that could be expanded in Gaza, as
well as in other places of protracted crises. PARC is working with CARE International to
programs in the U.S. in which food banks are operating farms or distributing food directly
from small farms.85 This is a sign that supporting programs like From Besieged Farmers to
Besieged Families in Gaza could offer lessons in food aid, combating hunger and
supporting small farm economies around the world.

b. Repairing Agricultural Roads
f rubble, the debris and ruins left from
Israeli incursions over the past several years. The December 2008- January 09 attack on
86

and farms, leaving 600,000 tons of rubble.87 To compound matters, the Israelis have
banned the entrance of construction materials into Gaza. 88
In order to repair the damage, use the rubble and subvert the Israeli restrictions on
materials, small businesses, universities and organizations have worked together in Gaza.
They have built rubble crushers using only the materials available. Small workshops used
local engines from older machines. The engines were installed in devices often made in
cooperation with the Engineering Faculties of universities in Gaza. The crushers are used
for the reconstruction of roads as well as for building materials like the sand and small
stones used in the process of creating concrete. Cement is imported through the tunnels
between Egypt and Gaza and is combined with these small stones and used to rebuild
Gaza.
PARC has partnered with workshops in Gaza in the rehabilitation of 100 kilometers of
agricultural roads destroyed by the Israeli army. The rubble from Israeli destruction is then
used to repair the damage they inflicted on agricultural economy. PARC and others have
focused on repairing agricultural roads near the access-restricted areas. There are still
many damaged areas in Gaza that need repair, the United Nations Institute for Training
85
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and Research (UNITAR) Operational Satellite Applications Programme (UNOSAT) estimates
that 167KM of paved road, 187 greenhouses and 2,100 hectares of cultivated land were
destroyed or severely damaged by the Israeli army in the 2008-09 attack.89
Repairing infrastructure like these roads, assists farmers in accessing their land and in
-disciplinary approach to
problem solving involved local NGOs, universities and the private sector and is an example
of an innovation completely invented by local communities. Such efforts to create
opportunity for farmers and business in the aftermath of violence and under a debilitating
siege could be further supported by the institutional framework of international aid
agencies.
With more support and international pressure, the livelihoods of people in Gaza that
depend on collecting rubble could also be addressed. Rubble collection in Gaza is a
dangerous occupation and Israeli snipers have shot many people, including children, as
they collect rubble near the access restricted zones.90 Israeli snipers will also shoot the
animals like horses and donkeys used by Palestinians to pull carts carrying the collected
rubble.

c. Home Gardens and Urban Agriculture
Small-scale urban agriculture and home gardens have played an important in the history
of Palestinian urban development and resistance to occupation. During the first intifada,
localized agriculture and gardens were one of the ways Palestinian towns survived long
Israeli imposed curfews, movement restrictions and the absence of imported food. Any
available unbuilt space was used for planting and residents of towns and refugee camps
shared the produce among nearby families. Basic foods like vegetables, milk, poultry and
eggs were shared in this way.91
Families in Gaza, especially in densely built refugee camps that may lack garden space,
also frequently utilize rooftop gardens. Chickens, pigeons and rabbits are all raised on
rooftop gardens. Urban and rural agriculture practices on this small-scale function as
sustainable systems. The rabbits and chickens are primarily feed from the kitchen and
garden waste.
It is estimated that 30% of homes in Gaza have kitchen or rooftop gardens. Vegetables,
poultry and eggs are complimented in some gardens by trees like lemon and olive, grape
vines and medicinal herbs. If formalized and supported, kitchen and rooftop gardens could
be expanded to include date palms, guava trees, seed saving practices and even small
ponds for raising fish.92
The efforts to support home and rooftop gardens in Gaza have coalesced around the Gaza
Committee for Urban Agriculture that aims to support gardens by offering trainings on
household composting and water conservation.93 While urban agriculture plays an
and decreasing space limit its success. Access to water, land and start-up garden costs like
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seeds and tools are also factors in limiting the spread of urban agriculture throughout
Gaza.

5. Conclusion
Since its formation on the majority of mandatory Palestine in 1948, the Israeli state has
systematically used the determinants of food security as a weapon to control populations
in the occupied territories. While our paper tackles the extreme case of Gaza, its lessons
can be applicable in the West Bank, but also in many countries that suffer from
asymmetrical political relationships.
Our paper proposes to expand the definition of food security, not merely to the
or
, but rather to include the political and economic
conditions that allow access to its resources of production.
We draw on the work of Amartya Sen (1981) whose research in entitlements highlighted
instances of hunger and chronic food insecurity in areas where plentiful food was available
on local and international markets. By re-orienting the definition of food security to
include a foundation in food sovereignty, we highlight possible policies to reverse the
trend of increasing food insecurity.94
The paper is in agreement with Zurayk and Gough (in press), that there are two interlinked
95
The evident force is the Israeli
occupation, with its the usurping and destruction of natural resource, and the
enforcement of asymmetric food trade relationships. The second force is the funding
ural production exacerbating food
insecurity.
Hence it is vital that any framework developed on food security must incorporate clear
terms on how all parties including governments, multilateral institutions, the donor
community, and civil society should act in times of crises. Special analysis and guidance
should be given to the work of development and aid agencies in avoiding terms and
conditions that undermine the right of self-determination, and the capacity of local food
production for the recipient country.
All parties have a lot to learn from local innovations developed by the community and
proven to be helpful in difficult times. Some innovations reduce the risk of households
from becoming insecure, such as Urban Agriculture, and others help households cope
after a particular difficulty such as buying local produce for aid, and recycling rubble into
agricultural infrastructure. However, as mentioned earlier in the paper, the long-term food
crisis in Gaza indicates that coping mechanisms and resilience have reached their

limit96. While these innovations are exciting, they cannot take the place of free
access to land and fishing waters currently occupied and destroyed by the Israeli
occupation. Nor can they replace the freedom to make decisions on what and how
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to export or import agricultural products. People in Gaza will continue to make decisions
about their food and farming systems with the limited resources at their disposal, even
under siege and occupation. The question is, how will the international community,
governments and aid agencies respond. It remains to be seen if they will embrace such
innovations and simultaneously work for an end to the root cause of the protracted food
crisis in Gaza the Israeli occupation.
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